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Abstract

In this work, we address the problem of query by example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) in zero-resource scenario. State of the art solutions usually rely on dynamic time warping (DTW) based template matching. In contrast, we propose here to tackle the problem as binary classification of images. Similar to the DTW approach, we rely on deep neural network (DNN) based posterior probabilities as feature vectors. The posteriors from a spoken query and a test utterance are used to compute frame-level similarities in a matrix form. This matrix contains somewhere a quasi-diagonal pattern if the query occurs in the test utterance. We propose to use this matrix as an image and train a convolitional neural network (CNN) for identifying the pattern and make a decision about the occurrence of the query. This language independent system is evaluated on SWS 2013 and is shown to give 10% relative improvement over a highly competitive baseline system based on DTW. Experiments on QUESST 2014 database gives similar improvements showing that the approach generalizes to other databases as well.
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1. Introduction

Query-by-example spoken term detection (QbE-STD) is defined as the task of detecting audio files (from an audio archive) which contain a spoken query. The search is performed relying only on the audio data of query and search space with no language specific resources, making it a zero-resource task. The difference between QbE-STD and keyword spotting is that QbE-STD uses spoken query instead of textual query. Unlike keyword spotting, QbE-STD enables users to search in multilingual unconstrained speech without the help of speech recognition system. It can be viewed as an unsupervised pattern matching problem where the pattern is the information represented by a query.

Different approaches to QbE-STD primarily rely on variations of dynamic time warping (DTW) based template matching techniques [1, 2, 3, 4]. It involves two steps: (i) feature vectors are extracted from the query and test utterance, (ii) these feature vectors are then used to find likelihood score of occurrence. Spectral features [5, 6], posterior features (vectors indicating posterior probabilities for phone or phone-like units) [1, 2] as well as bottleneck features [7] have been used for this task. The posterior features can be extracted from Deep neural network (DNN) [2, 8], gaussian mixture model (GMM) [1], deep boltzmann machine (DBM) [9] or using spectral clustering combined with DNN [10].

The feature vectors extracted from both query and test utterance are used to compute a frame level similarity matrix. Several variants of DTW have been proposed to detect a query (which can occur as a sub-sequence) in a test utterance by finding a warping path through the similarity matrix [3]. Segmental DTW [1, 5] constrains the query to match with segments of test utterance. Slope-constrained DTW [11] restricts the slope of the warping path to a certain degree. Segmental DTW [12] enforces the cost of insertion at the beginning and end of the query to be equal to 0. Sub-space-regularized DTW utilizes the subspace structure of both query and test utterance to regularize the similarity matrix [4, 13]. Other approaches include hidden markov model (HMM) based symbolic search which relies on unsupervised acoustic units [6, 10, 14]. Sparse recovery based subspace detection method also uses posterior features to perform a frame level query detection [4, 15, 16].

Among the approaches discussed above, DTW with posterior features currently yields state-of-the-art performance. However, the resulting performance levels are still quite limited and not appropriate to real life problems. This limitation, and the recent success of convolutional neural network (CNN) in image classification task [17, 18], motivated us to develop a novel approach to deal with this problem.

Unlike DTW based methods, we view here the similarity matrix as an image and propose to approach the QbE-STD problem as an image classification task. We observe that the similarity matrix contains a quasi-diagonal pattern if the query occurs in the test utterance. Otherwise, no such pattern is observed. Thus for each spoken query, a test utterance can be categorized as an example of positive or negative class depending on whether the query occurs in it or not. This is a straightforward application of CNN for QbE-STD. To the best of our knowledge, it has never been used before. The simplicity of this approach along with significant performance gain makes it very useful for the task.

Tackling the QbE-STD problem as image classification, and exploiting CNN to address this task has the following advantages: (i) CNN provides a learning framework to the problem which is absent in a DTW based system, (ii) CNN considers the whole similarity matrix at once to find a pattern, whereas DTW algorithm takes localized decisions on the similarity matrix to find a warping path, and (iii) CNN based learning also enables a discrimination capability in the system.

In the rest of the paper, we describe the process of image construction in Section 2, and the methodology for classification in Section 3. We evaluate our system on SWS 2013 and QUESST 2014 databases, and analyze the performance in Section 4. Finally, we present the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Image Construction

In this section, we describe the procedure to construct a similarity matrix from a spoken query and a test utterance which is used as an image for binary classification. We follow the same procedure as in [2] to extract posterior feature vectors from both spoken queries and test utterances using pre-trained
Table 1: CNN Architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>200×750×1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=1, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxpool</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 2x2, Stride: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxpool</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 2x2, Stride: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conv</td>
<td>Channel: in=30, out=30, Filter: 3x3, Stride: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxpool</td>
<td>Channel: in=15, out=15, Filter: 2x2, Stride: 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Input:12×47×15, Output=64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>Input=64, Output=2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM</td>
<td>Input=2, Output=2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conv: Convolution; FC: Fully connected; SM: Softmax

In this section, we describe the databases and the pre-processing steps to perform the experiments. Then, we present the details of CNN training and analysis of the results.
4.1. Databases

Spoken Web Search (SWS) 2013: We consider the SWS database from MediaEval 2013 benchmarking initiative [20] for training and evaluation of our QbE-STD system. This speech data comes from 9 different low-resourced languages: Albanian, Basque, Czech, non-native English, Isixhosa, Isizulu, Romanian, Sepedi and Setswana. The data was collected in varying acoustic conditions and in different amounts from each language. There are 505 queries in the development set and 503 queries in the evaluation set. Each set consists of 3 types of queries depending on the number of examples available per query: 1, 3 and 10 examples. The corresponding number of queries for development set are 311, 100 and 94, whereas for evaluation set are 310, 100 and 93 respectively. The search corpus consists of ~20 hours of audio with 10762 utterances.

Query by Example Search on Speech Task (QUEST) 2014: We consider QUEST dataset [21] from MediaEval 2014 challenge to evaluate the generalizability of our approach. The search corpus consists of ~23 hours of audio recordings (12492 files) in 6 languages: Albanian, Basque, Czech, non-native English, Romanian and Slovak. The evaluation set includes 555 queries which were separately recorded than the search corpus. We did not use this dataset for training or tuning our model. Unlike SWS 2013 dataset, all queries have only one example available. Besides the ‘exact matching’ task (Type 1) in SWS 2013, there are two more types of approximate matching tasks in QUEST 2014. Type 2: slight lexical variations at the start or end of a query are considered as match. Type 3: multi-word query occurrence with different order or filler content between words are also considered as match. (See [21] for more details)

4.2. Baseline System

The DTW system with posterior features [2] which gives state of the art performance (without considering the fusion of multiple systems), is used as our baseline system. It uses normalized cosine similarity to compute the distance matrix from a query and a test utterance. The DTW algorithm used here is similar to slope-constrained DTW [11] where the optimal warping path is normalized by its partial path length at each step and constraints are imposed so that the warping path can start and end at any point in the test utterance.

4.3. Feature Extraction, Pre-processing, Evaluation Metric

We employ the phone recognizers (developed at Brno University of Technology (BUT)) used in the baseline system to extract posterior features. It has three different phone recognizers for Czech, Hungarian and Russian [22] which were trained on SpeechDAT(E) [23] database with 12, 10 and 18 hours of speech respectively. There are 43, 59 and 50 phones for the respective languages. In all cases, 3 additional units were used to model silence and non-speech sounds. The posterior features from all three recognizers are concatenated to obtain the feature vectors for our experiments. These posterior features can be considered as a characterization of instantaneous content of the speech signal independent of the underlying language [2].

We implement a speech activity detector (SAD) following [2] to remove the noisy frames. Any audio file with less than 10 frames after SAD is assigned a default minimum likelihood score without performing any detection experiment. We use these features in both baseline and our proposed system to obtain a likelihood score for each pair of query and test utterance. These scores are normalized to have zero-mean and unit-variance per query, which reduces the variability across different queries and make them comparable for final evaluation [2].

We use minimum normalized cross entropy ($minCnxe$) as primary metric and maximum term weighted value ($MTWV$) as secondary metric to compare performances of baseline systems with our proposed approach [24]. We consider the cost of false alarm ($C_{fa}$) to be 1 and cost of missed detection ($C_{md}$) to be 100 for computing $MTWV$. We have performed one-tailed paired-samples t-test considering scores per query for significance of results. Additionally, we present detection error trade-off (DET) curves to compare the detection performance of different systems for a given range of false alarm probabilities.

4.4. CNN Training

The development and evaluation queries in SWS 2013 database share the same search space for QbE-STD. The labels provided for development queries indicate whether a query occurs in a test utterance or not. Thus we only have these queries to train our CNN. We use 495 out of 505 queries for training and rest of the 10 queries are used for tuning which were chosen in a random manner. Effectively, we have 1551 queries when we consider different examples of the same query. We have designed our experiment in this manner to follow the setup of SWS 2013 and make a fair comparison to the best system for this task.

We extract posteriorers from all the queries and test utterances, and filter them using a SAD to obtain 1488 x 10750 training example pairs. Out of these examples 24118 are positive examples and rest are negative examples. We balance the classes following the strategy discussed in Section 3. We combine the examples from both classes and prepare batches of 20 samples of query and search utterance pairs. We use the Adam optimization algorithm [25] with a learning rate of $10^{-3}$ to train the CNN by optimizing cross entropy loss. The whole setup is implemented using Pytorch [26].

4.5. QbE-STD Performance on SWS 2013

We consider two cases depending on the number of examples per query to evaluate the baseline DTW and our CNN model for QbE-STD. In case of a single example per query, the corresponding posterior features constitute the template. On the other hand, with multiple examples per query we compute an average template using traditional DTW [27] before computing the similarity matrix. For this purpose, we select the example with longest temporal length and find a frame-level alignment of the posteriors using DTW. The posteriors mapped in this manner are averaged together to produce the final template [2]. This process was only performed during test time, however the training samples were formed using only single example per query.

The performance of both systems are presented using $minCnxe$ and $MTWV$ values in Table 2 and corresponding DET curves are shown in Figure 3. In both cases, our system outperforms the baseline system while considering any of the evaluation metrics used. The p-values indicate that the improve-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Examples</th>
<th>minCnxe</th>
<th></th>
<th>MTWV</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>CNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>0.7181</td>
<td>0.6485$^*$</td>
<td>0.3352</td>
<td>0.3753$^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>0.6565</td>
<td>0.6028$^*$</td>
<td>0.3685</td>
<td>0.3880$^*$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* significant at $p < 0.001$
4.6. Effect of Multiple Examples Per Query

To analyze the effect of introducing multiple examples per query we present a comparison with the baseline system in Table 3. We consider only the queries with multiple examples. We observe that both systems gain with the introduction of more examples per query. The higher gain of the baseline relative to our system can be attributed to the poor performance of the DTW for ‘1st Example’ which gives it more room for improvement. It can also indicate that we need better ways to generate average template from multiple examples than the existing DTW based template averaging method.

4.7. Language Specific Performance

We contrast the language specific performance for our system with the baseline DTW system using minCnxe values in Figure 4. These experiments are performed using a single example per query of the evaluation set. We can see that our system performs better in all cases compared to the baseline system. However, the improvement is marginal in case of ‘Isizulu’ and ‘non-native English’.

4.8. QbE-STD Performance on QUESST 2014

We use the model trained on SWS 2013 for testing on QUESST 2014 evaluation set to analyze the generalizability of our system. We compare our approach to the baseline DTW system which takes spectral features of query and test utterance as inputs to make a decision, instead of the using a template averaging method. We also plan to explore end-to-end neural network architectures such as bottleneck. This new approach has the potential to be used in other problems where DTW based systems are applicable (e.g. time series analysis).

Future work includes investigation of better down-sampling and up-sampling techniques to deal with variable size similarity matrices. We also plan to explore end-to-end neural network based system which takes spectral features of query and test utterance as inputs to make a decision, instead of the using a set of pre-trained feed-forward networks for posterior feature extraction. The code is available at: https://github.com/idiap/CNN_QbE_STD

5. Conclusions and Future Work

We proposed a novel CNN based approach for QbE-STD. It provides a discriminative learning framework between positive and negative classes, which is not featured in DTW based systems. The performance improvement over baseline system indicates superiority of the new approach. Further analysis shows that the improvement is consistent throughout different languages and databases. However, with multiple examples per query the gain is less than the baseline system indicating the need of further investigation to generate average template. The architecture presented here can be improved with advances in image classification, as well as the use of different input features such as bottleneck. This new approach has the potential to be used in other problems where DTW based systems are applicable (e.g. time series analysis).

Future work includes investigation of better down-sampling and up-sampling techniques to deal with variable size similarity matrices. We also plan to explore end-to-end neural network based system which takes spectral features of query and test utterance as inputs to make a decision, instead of the using a set of pre-trained feed-forward networks for posterior feature extraction. The code is available at: https://github.com/idiap/CNN_QbE_STD
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